Dose profiles for lung and breast regions at prospective and retrospective CT coronary angiography using optically stimulated luminescence dosimeters on a 64-detector CT scanner.
The purpose of our study was to acquire dose profiles at critical organs of lung and breast regions using optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dosimeters; assess the actual radiation dose delivered at retrospective and prospective computed tomography coronary angiography (CTCA). Using a chest CT phantom we applied a prospectively-gated step-and-shoot- and a retrospectively-gated helical mode on a 64-detector row CT scanner. Retrospective scan mode was used with and without electrocardiogram (ECG) based tube current modulation. OSL dosimeters were used to measure dose profiles. In the both scan modes we acquired dose profiles and determined the mean and maximum dose in left lung and in left breast regions. In prospective mode, the mean dose was 21.53 mGy in left lung- and 23.59 mGy in left breast region. With respect to the retrospective mode, the mean dose with tube current modulation was 38.63 mGy for left lung- and 46.02 mGy for left breast region, i.e. 0.56 and 0.55 times lower than the mean dose without modulation. The OSL dosimeter is useful for measurement of the actual radiation dose along z-axis at lung and breast regions in the prospective and the retrospective CTCA.